NEWBY CHINESE
An AWESOME way to learn

How about learning 3 years of Chinese, in just 15 hours?
“The best language learning platform I have ever seen”
-E. Bertozzi, Professor of Game Design & Development, Quinnipiac University, USA

For Newbies
Being new to Chinese, you probably feel the same as everyone else:
汉字不灭中国必亡
鲁迅

…it’s impossible to learn!
You wouldn’t be alone, 94% of learners abandon it after initial contact.

Secretly Easy
Hidden behind weird Characters 汉字, new sounds, and odd tones,
Chinese is actually one of the World’s easiest Languages. Why? Few
words, and a really simple structure!

How you learn?
You login with others, and have more fun than you thought possible.
Strap-in, it gets very competitive!

Check out our Demo

What you learn?
While we build 100 modules, equivalent to a college degree in
Mandarin, here are your first 10. With these under your belt, you’ll
have plenty to engage with Chinese speakers

Module 1
Me, You, Actions & Questions
Your gang are immediately whisked into the fascinating world of
Chinese language. Within minutes you’ll be Reading, Writing, &
Speaking Chinese phrases. You’ll see how Chinese Characters pop
together like LEGO, how to reference yourself, others, and even
pose questions like a Shakespeare.

Module 2
Hello, Negotiations & Family
Life is negotiation, saying what you want or have to do. You’ll learn
about change, and how to discuss elements of your family with your
expanding language skills. In China most deals happen over dinner, so
let’s get eating!

Module 3
Ownership of the language
This module gives you linguistic possession, shows how numbers work,
and how to be something! You’ll learn to introduce yourself formally &
informally, as well as find out someone’s name. That will no doubt
come in handy!

Module 4
Getting around
I’m sure you enjoy getting things done ASAP (As Soon As Possible). Part
of that is getting into and out of different forms of Transport, giving
directions, and discussing the future & the past. You’ll even start asking
better questions!

Module 5
What Time is it!?
Time is the rhythm of your life, from waiting for someone, to catching a
plane. You’ve got to make those hours count. Let’s nail numbers, and a
couple of real world objects: Airplanes, mobile phones, machines

Module 6
Less ‘me’ and more ‘we’
Life’s better in good Company, so let’s include others in your
conversation to build a crowd. You’ll also see how Chinese Characters
are changed through movement, multiplying what you learn as you go.

Module 7
Where, here?
Where do you come from, Where are you going? I want to go there! All
vital. Also, choosing between things, asking which, replying with that,
arrival & Places.

Module 8
Are we on the same page?
You’ve learned a lot and come a long way really, really quickly. It’s time
now to take a moment and revisit what you’ve learned, ask a bunch of
questions, and dive a little deeper into the rich culture and rhythm of
China. It’s time for Stories, Anecdotes and Cultural curiosities.

Module 9
Countries & States
The world is getting smaller, so you’ve got to know where you come
from, where you’re going, and where you are, otherwise you’re lost,
right! No better way to describe location than with the names of
Countries.

Module 10
Grand Finale
This is where you find out how amazing your Chinese language skills
really are

Delivery Options
1. We send someone to your space
2. We facilitate an online class.
3. We train your facilitator so you can DIY.

Option 1 is premium, while 2 & 3 are increasingly cost
effective.
We’d be delighted to discuss pricing options with you.

NEWBY CHINESE is a cloud-based platform for
learning Mandarin Chinese. All elements of the system
incorporate gamification techniques, maximizing the
personal and social motivation of learners.
Our core technology is the Audio-Icon, turning
Chinese Characters into fully interactive actors,
leveraging audio, colour, animation, storyline and
gamification. We initially focus on 100 Chinese
characters making up almost 50% of the language.

